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Life on the upswing
18 holes | 75 bunkers | Pro lessons for all levels |
Pro Shop | Magnificent Clubhouse | XIX Restaurant
Open 7 days a week to members, non-members,
residents & non-residents

Call: +27(0)10 597 1030/1, golf@steyncity.co.za, steyncity.co.za

INFECTED AND ILL
WHERE TO NOW?

South Africa and our Clubs have
experienced a huge crisis with the
Covid 19 Pandemic. If we are going
to survive and recover from the past
four months then we are going to
have to do things differently. Like the
ratings agencies many of us don’t
believe that the SA Government has
the will and ability to change which
will unfortunately be catastrophic for
the Country. The real power is in the
hands of the people and unfortunately
the people in this case just seem to
be happy with more promises that
were never previously fulfilled. It
might also be that there is no clear
alternative. Is this the same with the
Club Industry?
Whilst I remain passionate about
the Club Industry in South Africa I
am not sure we have learnt enough
lessons and I am concerned that
our Clubs are not ready to fix the
problems we have in our Industry.
Many clubs still believe the best
solution to the industry is for some
Clubs to close. Whilst this may
eventually be found to be the best
remedy, I don’t believe the Industry
is looking after ourselves properly.
We are not taking the precautions
our “doctors” have warned us
about and to a large extent are not
doing the “exercise and healthy
eating” needed.
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and how we grow golf. We have
been waiting for that big picture
dream, our rainbow nation, to
aspire to. Hopefully this will lead to
a clear plan that will cover improved
communication and a review of the
governing structures that are still
very befuddled
• Transformation. Members of
colour and female equity! We have
a long way to go. This also includes
diverse interests both on and off
the course
• Making the game and Clubs
appealing to more people – we
are still too intimidating and
unfortunately
our
committee
structures and heritage still hold
us back in this regard. I may be
lambasted but “traditionalists” need
to bite their tongue and let others
assimilate and learn the game and
culture in a caring environment

In my opinion some underlying
causes that Team Golf in SA needs
to address include:

• Strong leadership – at every
level – that will run the industry
professionally. Strategic Planning,
Accountability and Determination!

• A Unified Vision for the Industry
that will address the fundamentals

• Growing our Skills base – to get
better and improve we need to

continually improve ourselves and
our teams.
The answer to the future of golf is in
the first paragraph … the real power
is in the hands of the people and as
clubs we need to make sure that we are
electing the right officials at both club,
provincial and national level that will
serve us and ensure the clubs are able
to recover and prepare themselves
for the next crisis to come our way.
As a member of a Club you have the
responsibility to be an active member
not only by physically supporting your
club but by participating in surveys,
raising concerns and also applauding
the good.
Wishing all Clubs health and
wellness in the coming months!

PAUL LEISHMAN

Life on the upswing
18 holes | Immaculate fairways | 75 bunkers | Pro lessons for
all levels | GPS golf carts | Pro Shop
Magnificent Clubhouse | XIX Restaurant | Luxury locker rooms
Open 7 days a week to members, non-members, residents &
non-residents
Call: +27(0)10 597 1030/1
golf@steyncity.co.za
steyncity.co.za
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COURSE OF THE MONTH
Jackal Creek Golf Club, part of the
Jackal Creek Golf Estate, opened
its tees, fairways, and greens to the
Johannesburg golfing community in
March 2010. Situated in the northern
suburb of Honeydew, Johannesburg,
the Jackal Creek Golf Estate delivers
a unique concept in estate living,
combining modern apartment living
within the wide-open spaces provided
by the golf estate. The Club is now
celebrating its 10 year anniversary.
Designed by the DDV Design Group,
the golf course at Jackal Creek
represents
a
challenging
yet
invigorating layout vastly different from
most courses in the Gauteng area.
The course allows golfers great visual
reward as you pit their talents against
this thoroughly modern and exciting
course. The course was upgraded
in 2017 with the cutting back of the
rough, the addition of some new
tee boxes and the re-routing of the
course. There are 3 packs of Jackals
roaming the facility and can usually
be spotted on the course in the early
mornings or evenings.
Jackal Creek is also characterized
by sloping fairways and strategically
placed bunkers that demand course
management to achieve the best
results. Top of the range golf carts are

www.jackalcreekgolfclub.co.za

available with GPS, USB ports, cooler
box, ball washer and club cleaner as
standard features on the carts. The
rates are very competitive and the Club
has always prided itself on providing
a good value for money experience.
The Pro Shop at Jackal Creek run
by renowned and well respected
former Touring Pro Ashley Roestoff ,
is stocked with a variety of branded
apparel and equipment to cater for
all golfing needs.

to be different that has been carried
through into its contemporary design.
This has, without doubt, created the only
clubhouse of its kind in South Africa.
Facilities included a spectacular
restaurant and bar that extends to a
balcony overlooking the 18th green
with the Magaliesburg Mountains in
the background.

The high-tech indoor teaching academy
at Jackal Creek offers a unique and
specialized teaching experience,
including a Launch monitor, junior
clinics, group lessons and on-course
one-on-one tuition is available.
The clubhouse at Jackal Creek
embodies a creativity and willingness
Only at Jackal Creek Golf
Estate can you enjoy a
hybrid lifestyle of urban cool
apartment and premier golf
course living in something
we like to call “Modern Golf
Estate Living”. This is defined
by world class security for
peace of mind, urban chic
apartment and cluster design,
lock up and go living, zero
garden maintenance and 164
hectares of open space.
And, to complete these world
class facilities Jackal Creek
provides a gym, squash and
tennis courts and running
paths to help you keep fit and
active without leaving the
comfort of the estate.
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John Deere, trusted by some
of the best courses in the world
Driving the green revolution, together.

2750 TRIPLEX MOWERS
of clip control you simply won‘t find elsewhere.
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cut consistency on undulations and perimeters.
⁺ Maximum
efficiency and lower operating costs.
⁺ More
and operator-friendly Eco mode.
⁺ Budget
control with passcode-protected TechControl display.
⁺ Supervisory
speed setting to minimise potential marking in turns.
⁺ Turn
⁺ Cleanup Pass mode for accurate, crisp cleanups cuts.

Believe in greater

Contact your Dealer for details
Terms and conditions apply.
Available at www.deere.com/sub-saharan.

www.deere.com/sub-saharan
africa@johndeere.com
Customer Care: 080 983 821
JohnDeereAfrica

JohnDeereAfrica

John Deere Africa

John Deere Africa

KEEPING UP WITH THE JONES’
Day 116 of Lockdown and I am still missing my glass of draught beer. The good news is that many clubs are reporting huge golfer turnouts with an increase in
new club members. That is great for golf. The bad news is that we cannot enjoy a prize giving although the restaurants can now serve food and soft drinks. We
are now going into August and spring is round the corner. With the warmer weather this should be exciting times for the golf clubs as the hibernators will be
making their appearances.
People have spoken about how these difficult times have brought out the best in some. Suddenly we are more aware of others plight and the saying “We are all in this
together” does seem to resonate. GOLFRSA and the golf clubs have done a wonderful job in trying to help those in need as well as ensuring the sanitisation of the clubs.
The rules are being updated regularly to help ensure great hygiene.
Live golf has reappeared on television although with no spectators allowed.
It was fantastic to see Jon Rahm win. After 37 weeks, at the top of the PGA Rankings Rory McIlroy has been overtaken by Joh Rahm. The new World
Number 1 and a new marriage – it looks like life is great for Jon. Jon has won a tournament every year since he joined the tour.
The Ryder Cup has been postponed to 2021. I wonder what will happen with The Presidents Cup? 2020 is not the year for golf or any active
sport and my it is flying by.
The lack of spectators at the tournaments has definitely not affected the standard of play but it definitely makes the golf duller. Golfers seem to be brain
washed and even with no spectators still raise their caps and wave to non-existent spectators. It has been recently announced that Title Sponsors will
be able to invite 50 spectators a day from Thursday – Sunday and spouses and significant others will be allowed on site during competition days.
Tee and Sandwedges is sponsoring golf days at Jackal Creek in August and we are most excited to be slowly getting back to what we love –
interacting with the golfers.
We are producing a Vlog – Tee it Up – and we encourage you to take a look. Please feel free to give us your feedback.
We are hoping that inter provincial leisure travel will be allowed in the near future and as soon as that is possible we will be arranging our golf
travel events. It will be interesting to see how the hotels deal with the new rules and regulations. Obviously we will ensure that we do everything
to keep our groups as safe as possible from the Corona Virus.
Tee and Sandwedges is now digital only but we must confess we miss our hard copy issues. We are very interested to hear the feedback on what
you think. Having a printed product for so many years it is hard not to be able to open the publication and read it from cover to cover. With the
digitalisation of the world we know that it is imperative that we are digital and modernising our product.
Sadly this is the golfing news. Hopefully by the next issue there will be more.
Please make sure that you sanitise, social distance and wash your hands regularly and especially wear a mask.
Be kind to yourself and your family. See you on the Tee

Allan Jones

Front Cover Pic: John Dickson, John Dickson Golf - John has been a contributor to Tee and Sandwedges for many years and we are delighted to be
associated with John. John is a highly regarded and sought after Golf Instructor – John Dickson Golf - and is based at Country Club Johannesburg.
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Do you want to promote your product to the active golfer in South Africa? PLEASE CONTACT US
SHOULD YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE WITH TEE AND SANDWEDGES | www.teeandsandwedges.co.za
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GOLFRSA
PHYSICAL DISTANCING
& WEARING OF MASKS
CLUBHOUSE

ON THE GOLF COURSE

3m

WEAR A MASK:

when physical distancing is not
possible

5m

WEAR A MASK:

NO MASK REQUIRED:

in windy conditions
(24 kms/hour or more)
where you can not maintain physical distancing
of more than 5m.

only if you can maintain
physical distancing of 5m
or more in windy conditions
(24km/h or more).

if you can not maintain
physical distancing of
3m or more.

only if you can maintain
physical distancing of 3m or
more.

REMEMBER TO ALWAYS PRACTICE SAFETY MEASURES:
PHYSICAL (SOCIAL) DISTANCING
WASH YOUR HANDS/SANITISE REGULARLY
AVOID TOUCHING YOUR EYES, NOSE & MOUTH
PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO PHYSICAL DISTANCING ON
TEES AND GREENS
NOTE: this does not supercede any SA government regulations. For further information please go to: www.golfrsa.com

SAFETY FIRST | STAY SAFE
V4
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INCREASE CORE
STRENGTH AND
REDUCE BACK PAIN

GOLF IN
LOCKDOWN

COVID-19
PGA RULES

REACH THE FAIRWAYS WITH

Would you like to be a sponsor
of our Ladies and Mixed golf
competitions held all over South Africa.
With a reach of over 113 000
nationally, Tee and Sandwedges is
the perfect publication for you.

For more info on advertising,
sponsorship or arranging your golf days:
lynn@teeandsandwedges.co.za
garth@teeandsandwedges.co.za
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For those of you wondering how long my “title”
as “The 40 Year-Old Rookie” will be attached to
such a handsome looking 50 year-old the answer
is FOREVER!

TOUGH TIMES
TOGETHER

So this sneaky little virus has turned our world
upside down and my 50th birthday fell under its
heavy cloud, along with the real tragedy that it
has brought to so many.
A birthday I would like to forget, but it gave me a lot
of time to evaluate and recap on where I am today!
Having played professionally, as well as getting
involved in various aspects of the golf industry in
the 90’s, I had a crack at the corporate world in
the early 2000’s through to 2009.
Rush–hour traffic, finance meetings and the
responsibility of looking after staff just wasn’t for
me, so I chose to answer my calling to get back
into the golfing industry again.
A steady salary went out the window and I
replaced that with getting by on seasonal income
derived from entertaining corporate clients at golf
days and assisting charities to maximise their
fundraising efforts through fundraising golf events.
That is now a thing of the past, or in this case, a
thing of the future.
With the legislated criteria being imposed on
“gatherings”, such as golf days likely to be in
effect till some time in 2021, “The 40 Year-Old
Rookie” is not expected to do a trick shot show
or facilitate an event as the Master of Ceremonies
for a while.
My revolutionary Bunker Armour® bunker liner
business has also been paused as golf clubs
have understandably frozen capital projects,
both locally and internationally, till they see light
at the end of the economic tunnel. Sorry folks,
you’ll have to have to wait a while to play out of
perfect bunkers too.
So what to do, what to do?
The most amazing thing has happened during
our COVID-19 Lockdown.
It appears that whilst the “nasty” is causing grief,
people are pulling together and helping each other
out. A general sense of kindness and decency.
Whether it be mowing your neighbour’s lawns
to leaving an ice cold one at someone’s door,
the spirit seems to be equally contagious.

With that, the golf industry has found an
incredible alliance with all involved with
anything to do with the business of golf.

+27 78 905 1547
40yearoldrookie@gmail.com
www.40yearoldrookie.co.za
Facebook: 40 Year Old Rookie

Clubs, even though many couldn’t really afford
it, found ways to create feeding schemes for
their caddies and staff, suppliers forgave those
who couldn’t pay their bills immediately and
golfers have reached deep into their pockets to
support their clubs through these tough times.

my clients a customised service to upload and
download golf swing footage for me to further
assist them and analyse. I now even have “virtual”
clients overseas. Some of them, I’ve never even
met! How cool is that?

My saviour has been a very different one,
with a number of standout people coming to
my aid in engineering my “new normal”.
When Level 3 arrived, I was fortunate enough
to have my golf simulator in my house, which
my kids and I used to pass the time playing
virtual rounds of golf during our endless days
in Levels 5 and 4.
As a Class-A PGA Member and having studied
coaching, sports science and psychology, I
decided to start giving golf lessons from my
lounge, to residents in our estate.
The information captured by the simulator
offers data and information that can be easily
used to explain swing criteria and clubhead
movement through the impact position of
the club and ball, so solutions and swing
remedies can be easily obtained.
Quality lessons guaranteed, but wait there’s
more!
I then contacted some old Tour pro matesof
mine, Hendrik Buhrman and Martin du Toit,
and subscribed to their brilliant swing analysis
and golf statistic management App, called Golf
Coach App (available on both Android and
Apple platforms for FREE) and I could now offer

This was the basis of starting a new business!
Now, I love my home and my very supportive
wife is quite happy to tolerate golfers coming
around over weekends and sometimes in the
evenings, but I needed to find an “office”.
As fate would have it, one of the industry’s most
respected and loved retailers, Jason Rowe from
Golfers Club dropped me an invitation:

“COME AND GIVE LESSONS AT
GOLFERS CLUB, DESIGN QUARTER?”
Now that’s different and breaking the norm!
Right up my street that!
With facilities that include 3 hitting bays with
Flightscope technology to add to my simulator
and a fantastic putting green also instore, what
a brilliant opportunity!
I took it and I’m loving my “new normal”.
Yes, a little to kick off, but my client base is
growing fast and the walk-in lessons, as well
as others that have been generated by Golfers
Club’s emails and social media efforts are
starting to pay the bills, and my clients can
get the best deals on retail equipment, get the
professional club fitment whilst I go to work on
optimising their golf swings and short games.

WIN, WIN, WIN!
To date, all of my clients have enjoyed immediate
improvement and I am thoroughly enjoying
sharing my knowledge and insight with so many
wonderful people.
For those wishing to graduate to the “outdoors”
and who prefer hitting golf balls on driving
ranges, I introduce them to a network of
superbly qualified and skilled PGA coaches
locally and throughout the country.
I have also introduced an option for golfers
to enjoy “on-course” management training,
whereby I assess and advise the golfer as to
how to best manage their strategy and shots
during a round of golf. This all through the eyes
of a “Tour” professional, whereby I assist with
my years of experience obtained playing on the
Sunshine Tour, Asian Tour and European Tour.
Dainfern Golf & Country Estate is my home club
and I get to treat my clients to 9-holes at this
beautiful Gary Player designed masterpiece.
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- MICHAEL SCHOLZ
THE 40 YEAR-OLD ROOKIE

interviews and allowing people
the opportunity to engage with the
guests and ask questions.
As daily life slowly returns to its preCovid busy-ness, I am starting to
pre-record interviews to be placed
on Apple podcasts and spotify. This
will allow people the opportunity to
listen to amazing stories of South
African golfers while on the go.
There is also, finally, golf to be played
too. When golf clubs were given the
green light to reopen, the enthusiasm
shown by the recreational golfer was
something to behold. At King David
Mowbray in Cape Town, where I am a
member, tee-sheets for the first three
days of golf’s return were filled in a
matter of minutes.

CRAIG STIRTON

The past couple of months living in
the “new-normal” that is Covid-19
has been tough on everyone.
Macabre though it may sound, I
am incredibly grateful for the time
Lockdown gave me. Time to start a
passion project I hope will one day
evolve into something greater - the
Free Drop golf podcast.
My family, and a friend who’s as good
as family, had been telling me for ages
that I should start a golf podcast. I’d
found every excuse under the sun
as to why I hadn’t yet got the ball
rolling, the two most notable being
apprehension and time.
The lockdown though gave me
all the time in the world and so
all I needed to overcome was
my apprehension. What I found
was that the more interviews and
episodes I produced, the faster the
apprehension subsided.
I have seen over the past few years
that golf podcasts had exploded
overseas - most notably the USbased No Laying Up podcast.
There was certainly a gap in South
African golf media and I intended
to fill it. The goal was to give South
African golfers, particularly the
younger generation, the opportunity
to tell their stories.

/freedropblog
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The response from the players thus far has been
unbelievable. From a Sunshine Tour rookie Luca
Filippi to a more established player in Rourke van
der Spuy, it has been amazing to receive incredibly
positive feedback.
Through this podcast, I am striving to elevate the
profile of the ladies game in South Africa too. I feel
that outside of the Sunshine Ladies Tour season
- which spans just eightweeks, many of our female
golfers fade into obscurity for much of the calendar
year. Through my weekly Women Wednesdays
segment, I am doing my utmost to change this. This
is something I feel very strongly about, and not only
are these women incredible golfers, they are great
people too.
Everyone I’ve had the pleasure of interviewing thus
far has such a cool, unique story to tell and with time
I hope that as the Free Drop audience grows, so their
stories will be heard by a wider audience.
It has been quite a journey from a production
standpoint. The first handful of episodes took the
form of a traditional audio podcast. As I grew in
confidence, I sought to capitalise on all the time
people suddenly had on their hands by Livestreaming

@freedrop_podcast

There were accounts of similar
occurrences all across the Western
Cape which was great to hear.
After being deprived of the great
game for a couple of months (read
eternity), perhaps it dawned on
people what a special game golf is.
With so much lost revenue during
lockdown, clubs the country-over
sure need every cent in green fees.
My goal through this podcast is
to give players an outlet through
which they can express themselves
freely and promote themselves as
Brands. But also for you as fans to
get know them better so that they
go from being mere names on the
leaderboard to players who you’ll
know quite a bit about.
So come on this journey with me
as I uncover the amazing stories
and golf personalities that lie within
South African golf. You sure are in
for a treat!
And remember... everyone has got a
story and Free Drop will bring it to you!
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IMPROVE YOUR GOLF SWING... GO TO A COACH
WHY YOU NEED TO IMPROVE YOUR GOLF SWING
AND WHY YOU MUST GO TO A GOOD COACH.

Do you know why you slice, draw the ball or
hit the golf ball the way you don’t want to?
You must understand what caused the ball
to go where it goes.
I always tell my students it does not matter who
gives you swing or golf information – from a
friend to a coach – he must explain to you why
you must change what you are doing at the
moment. When he tells you to do something, it
must help the club at impact when it strikes the
golf ball and if he cannot explain, and it does
not make sense to you, it raises a red flag.
There are nine ball-flight patterns and they are
created by three main factors that determine the
outcome of the golf ball. Have a look at the picture
below that will give you a better understanding.

Why must you understand these
flights and factors? It is so you
understand what your coach and
friends tell you, and enables you to
the good information from the bad.

ball
can
your
filter

The game of golf has more instruction
books written over the years than any
other sport. Do not fall into the trap of
trying to understand all the philosophies
and theories about the ball flight. Laws
are constantly fixed and have been
applied from day one and will be forever.
You must understand how your golf swing
controls the impact position to give you
your desired ball-flight.
You must take control of the information
you are going to use which is critical to
your golf swing and ultimately it’s going
to be you who is going to take ownership
of your golf swing.
You must make a decision and own your
golf swing with great fundamentals.
With this all set, let’s get back to the ball flights.
You have three patterns of ball-flight
which control the outcome of the golf
ball; that is to say, whether the golf ball
goes left or right.
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You must understand that they come in
an orderly fashion and first is the centre of
strike, followed by the path and then the
clubface angle at impact. The combination
of these three patterns determine all the
ball flights you can think of.
While I’m busy doing the golf swing, go to
the previous issues of Tee and Sandwedges
where I explain the whole golf swing from
the start to the finish, and it’s only 1 second
long. These elements have an effect on
how the club flight impacts. That’s why you
have to improve them to enable you to get
the ball flight you desire.
That’s why my partner Martin and I built the
Golf Coach App so that you can send me
your golf swing and I can give you a free
3-day trial with a video review so that you
can see how to improve your game. It must
make sense on the basis of what happens
on impact and if it doesn’t make sense,
then as I said, the red flags are raised.
Finding the right coach is probably the most
important thing for your game. So take your
time, research which coach will be the best
for you before you start changing anything
particular in your golf swing.
Go to the app store and download Golf
Coach App. My code is Coach. I’m looking
forward to helping you with your game.
- HENDRIK BÜHRMANN
COACH
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MONOAMINE THEORY - This states
that exercise leads to an increase in the
readiness of brain neurotransmitters
such as serotonin, dopamine and
norepinephrine. These three chemical
messengers have been proven to increase
in plasma and urine subsequent to a
bout of exercise. It remains to be proven
whether exercise leads to an increase
in neurotransmitters in the brain. This is
largely due to the highly invasive nature
of the procedures required to collect
samples. There have however been
animal studies to prove the uptake of
neurotransmitters in the brain. It appears
this theory has some legs.

ANXIETY, STRESS,
EXERCISE AND GOLF
Anxiety; stress, two words that have
consumed our minds and mouths, the
world over, and will continue to do so
for the foreseeable future. In a time that
has very few certainties, now more than
ever we need something we can have
control over that gives us a sense of
dignity and self-respect.

Regardless of when we return to the
office or the golf course, make no
mistake, there are many curve balls
still to come. Golf is a unique sport in
the sense that we are not responding
immediately to an external stimulus.
Everything happens on our watch,
and we experience significant
“switch-off” time between shots.
Consequentially, we have ample time
for the mind to wander, sometimes
to stresses off the course. There will
always be something to stress about,
so we must accept that. But what we
can do is build a toolbox to allow to
us to access various tools on building
resilience to adversity. This is where
exercise is worth its weight in gold.

increased exercise and reduced
symptoms of neuroticism, anxiety
and depression (de Moor et al 2006.).
This is particularly evident in senior
citizens. What is not conclusive just
yet, is why this is the case. There are
several theories:
THERMOGENIC THEORY - This suggests
that the rise in core body temperature
following exercise reduces symptoms of
depression due to the rise in temperature
of specific regions in the brain, leading to
increased feeling of relaxation.

ENDORPHIN THEORY - Here we are
considering the suggestion that the
increased release of endorphins results
in response to exercise, results in an
advanced overall sense of well-being.
EXERCISE AND DEPRESSION:
This has yet to be proven as there is
What we know definitively is that there uncertainty around whether elevated
plasma endorphin levels are directly
is a positive relationship between
related to a reduction in depression.

DISTRACTION
THEORY
This
psychological theory suggests that
exercise serves as a distraction from
external worries and depressing thoughts.
SELF-EFFICACY THEORY - This
refers to the belief one has in their
ability to perform a task successfully
and achieve the desired outcome.
This belief in bringing about positive
desired outcomes through exercise
can override or lessen the negative
self-talk associated with depression.
EXERCISE ON WORK PERFORMANCE:
Health professor, Jim McKenna,
conducted a study on approximately
200
employees
whereby
they
completed questionnaires about their
job performance comparing days
they exercised to days they didn’t.
This self-reported study showed that
six out of ten employees reported an
improvement in work performance

such as time management and
mental performance. Another study
by McKenna found that exercise
resulted in an overall increase in
work performance by 15%. In a
separate study, Mulcahy et al. 1995
found that steady aerobic exercise
improved employees’ ability to
problem solve and focus on the
task at hand without succumbing
to distractions. Staff who are more
active are also less likely to get
sick or find themselves in pain
throughout the course of the year,
and hence less likely to skip work.
Sick leave and musculoskeletal
pains cost the economy billions
annually, yes billions, if you equate
time to productivity which in turn
generates revenue.
Whether its psychological, emotional
or physical, remember that when we
are in different states, we get different
answers. If through exercise, you
can alter your state positively, you
might have just done enough to
stack the deck in your favour to get
a different answer to the one you
might have settled on had you been
in a negative space. Therein, lies the
true power of exercise.
Stay safe, positive and stay in play.

STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING SPECIALIST | TPI CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR

072 784 8698 | 031 303 1829 | clintshum@xpectperformance.com
Facebook: Xpect Performance | Twitter: @shum711 | Instagram: @clintonshum

WOMEN’S DAY
FOURBALL ALLIANCE
2 scores to count with 2 mystery holes
Nearest the Pins: On all Par 3’s

In 1956, women united
and marched for a
common cause. Today as
we commerate National
Women’s Day, we stand
united against this
pandemic. We salute our
essential workforce and
09 AUGUST 2020
remember friends and
family that we lost and
JACKAL CREEK those who are still infected.
GOLF CLUB
We also remember those
whose lives have been
WEAR RED
impacted by this scourge.
Entry Fee: R350 per
Join us as we celebrate
golfer includes: Green
Women in Action.
Fee and share of golf cart
R420.00 per golfer

includes: Green Fee
and single golf cart

2 GO

www.jackalcreekgolfclub.co.za

To book contact the Pro Shop 010 880 3999 or proshop@jackalcreek.co.za
www.golfscape.com | playing Fees are subject to change without prior notice.
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AN IMAGE SPEAKS A THOUSAND WORDS...
Let us tell your story

084 388 2233 | mark@mhphoto.co.za | www.mhphoto.co.za

/markhortonphotographyZA

The Grip is such a fundamental part
of the golf swing. The grip is the sole
connection to the golf club. There
are numerous forms of the grip from
Hammer grip or Baseball grip to the
Overlap or Vardon grip. There is the
Interlocking grip and even the Double
Overlap grip which Jim Furyk uses.
Some golfers even use the Papwa
grip which is the right hand being
lower than the left for a right-handed
golfer. (this grip is popular for a lot of
golfers when putting).

FINDING A
GOOD GRIP
By: JOHN DICKSON

Head Teaching Professional
Country Club Johannesburg

john@dicksongolf.co.za | 082 990 7201

So, there are preferences to how one
can grip the club. We want to look at a
few ways to find a good functional way
to grip the club.
Firstly, to find a comfortable grip take a
golf club and turn it around so the grip is
where the club head would be, and the
club head is behind your hand. (picture
1) Put the back end of the club shaft into
your left hand (if a right-handed golfer)
and grip it so you can move the end of
the club in any direction. (picture 2) Then
put both hands together and see if you
can move the end of the club, which is
the grip, in any direction. (picture 3) This
will help you find the correct place in
your hand that the club should lie for the
most control. Then turn the club back to
normal position and try finding the grip
in the same manner as you did gripping
just the steel part of the club.

(PIC 1)

Then let your left hand hang onto
the back of the grip and then close
the hand and you should only be
able to grip it comfortably in the
part of the hand where your fingers
meet the palm. (picture 5). This way
of finding the grip allows your arm
to hang naturally into a position to
grip the club functionally.

Thirdly, try putting the club in front of you but turning the club
head away from the target (picture 6) Then take your top hand
and try gripping the club (picture 7) so that you can lift the
club head up and into a normal position in front of you ready
to address the ball for a shot. If the grip is incorrect you will not
be able to pick the club head up and into the optimal position.
(picture 8).

(PIC 2)

Secondly,
try
getting your grip
like Adam Scott
does. He starts
with the club
head just outside
his right foot
facing away from
him. (picture 4)

(PIC 6)

(PIC 3)

(PIC 5)

(PIC 4)

(PIC 7)

(PIC 8)

So, there are various types of grips in golf and a few ways
to try and find the right grip for you. Remember that the
grip must be functional and must help you deliver the club
head as efficiently as possible. Try finding your own grip
so that you can always fix it on the course or practice tee.

CHECK OUT
OUR VLOG!

Bringing you product & course
reviews, professional tips and
lessons and so much more...
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Tee and Sandwedges

KK
KottonKandy
Marketing & Design

Building memorable

BRAND EXPERIENCES
through tailor-made
MARKETING SOLUTIONS

CUSTOM
FIRE PITS, BRAAIS

& STEEL PRODUCTS
We design and manufacture custom fire pits, braais
and other steel decor and furniture. We source the
best quality materials at cost effective prices.

LOCAL IS LEKKER!

Our products are locally made
and support small businesses.

Graphic Design • Social Media Management • Websites • Digital Marketing

/KottonKandySA • www.kottonkandy.co.za

082 893 1599
info@pyrewolf.co.za
/PyrewolfZA

WORKING REMOTELY OR
REMOTELY WORKING?
We setup home and office networks to
insure you and your employees are properly
connected, linked and ready to share data.

DATA BACKUP & IT SPECIALISTS

www.ostix.co.za

PROUD

MEMBER
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EFFORTLESS
DISTANCE AND
ULTIMATE CONTROL

WILSON INTRODUCES NEW
D7 FORGED IRONS FOR
EFFORTLESS
DISTANCE
AND ULTIMATE CONTROL

control,” said Jon Pergande, Manager
of Golf Club Innovation. “Through the
optimized sole and face thickness,
urethane-filled Power Chamber and
centered power holes, the new D7
Forged Irons give golfers remarkable ball
D7 Forged Irons deliver increased speeds, shot-making ability, and a soft
distance and forged feel at impact forged feel across the entire club face.”

through Power Hole and Power
The urethane-filled Power Chamber
Chamber technologies.
Wilson Sporting Goods launched
today its all-new D7 Forged Irons for
the 2020 season. Created with tourpreferred styling, a forged soft carbon
steel face, a urethane Power Chamber
and Power Holes, the D7 Forged Irons
provide golfers with a coveted forged
feel and world-class distance.
The D7 Forged Irons are designed
with minimal offset, a thinner topline,
and an ideal choice of blade length
and face height. Compared to the
inaugural D7 set, the D7 Forged
Irons present true tour-level appeal
for a great look behind the golf ball.
Golfers can appreciate the desirable
forged feel thanks to the irons’ soft
8620 carbon steel face supported by
a urethane-filled power chamber and
V-shaped cavity.
“Combining the distance technologies
from the original D7 line with the
aesthetics of Wilson Staff’s players
irons, the D7 Forged Irons provide an
ideal blend of maximum distance and
ultimate feel for golfers looking for
effortless distance and ultimate
20

and new Power Hole structure in
the sole of the new D7 Forged Irons
are designed to reduce vibration for
a more solid and consistent feel at
impact. In addition, the thin face and
thicker sole, paired with the centered
Power
Holes,
provides
game
improvement attributes including
effortless distance, higher ball speeds
with shot-making launch angles and
spin rates.

The irons are available with Golf Pride’s
Tour Velvet grip. Golfers can select
a D7 Forged Irons with stock KBS
$-Taper Lite steel shafts or True Temper
Catalyst Black 80 graphite shafts.
ABOUT WILSON SPORTING
GOODS CO./WILSON GOLF
For 100 years, Wilson Golf
has designed, manufactured
and distributed premium and
recreational golf equipment
throughout the world. Since 1914,
Wilson Staff irons have won 62
major championships, more than
any other iron manufacturer in
history. The winning tradition
continues today by delivering the
highest quality equipment to all
golfers to enhance performance on
the course and overall enjoyment
of the game. Wilson Golf is part
of Wilson Sporting Goods Co., a
division of Amer Sports.

FORGED IS

FAST
POWER CHAMBER TECHNOLOGY

This proprietary innovation fills
the Power Holes as well as the
entire chamber behind the face,
resulting in reduced vibration
for incredible sound and feel.

EFFORTLESS DISTANCE. ULTIMATE CONTROL.
D7 Forged Irons deliver tour-level distance and feel with Power Hole
and Power Chamber technologies combine with a compact head shape
and thinner topline for true tour level appeal.

The rule book says that General Penalties
apply when, “the potential advantage is
more significant then where a 1 stroke
penalty applies”. This would include:

ONE PENALTY, TWO PENALTY OR DQ!
When do you get a 1 stroke and when a 2 stroke
penalty? Or is there no penalty? Or could you be
disqualified? Do you have to know what penalty
applies to each and every rule in the book in
order to be clear? Actually not. It is possible to
have a more general understanding that helps
you to apply penalties.
I recently had the privilege of attending a
webinar presented by Golf RSA’s rules expert,
Neil Homann, on the different levels of penalties
in the new rules and he categorized them as
follows:

1 STROKE PENALTIES
Generally, a 1 shot penalty would apply when a
careless mistake or a minor error, has been made
and the potential advantage the player would get
is minor. Illustrating this would be, for example:
• Taking relief from penalty areas and
unplayable situations
• Incorrect procedure on a dropped ball
• Cleaning a lifted ball when not allowed
• Touching or causing a ball at rest to move

GENERAL PENALTIES – 2 STROKES OR
LOSS OF HOLE IN MATCH PLAY

• Not playing from the right place
• Forgetting to put a ball back where it
was marked
• Playing the wrong ball,
• Improving the lie of the ball or the line
of play
• Playing from outside the teeing area
• Touching the sand in a bunker in such a
way that the lie of the ball is affected (a la
Patrick Reed)

DISQUALIFICATION
A player can be disqualified for a serious breach –
when the potential advantage is too significant for
the players score to be considered valid. The new
rules also allow for a disqualification for serious
misconduct. Interestingly the Rules do not specify
what constitutes misconduct is but leaves it up to
the committee of the club, because it is believed
misconduct is culturally specific.
Serious misconduct would be deliberately
causing serious damage to a putting green,
throwing a club towards other players,
deliberately
distracting
another
player,
drunkenness – it would be up to the committee
to decide.
There may also be a one shot or two shot penalty
for less serious offences such as swearing in the
presence of the wrong people, throwing clubs, etc.
but to apply 1 and 2 stroke penalties the committee
needs to have a code of conduct in place.

• Using something you may not.
• Declaring/playing off a handicap too high
• Both players in match play decide
to ignore a breach or penalty
• Failure to hole out
• Third breach of unreasonable delay
in playing (slow play)
• Stopping play when not allowed to do so

NO PENALTIES
Obviously there is no penalty when taking relief from
situations of free relief – GUR, obstructions etc.
However the new rules do not penalize a player in
certain situations that used to result in a penalty:
• Ball hitting the player, the opponent or any
other player or any of the caddies or equipment
• Ball hitting foot after hitting ground when
dropping. There is no penalty and as long as
the ball is in the dropping area, it is in play.
However if it hits the body before hitting
the ground it must be redropped.
• Ball moved in search
• Ball or ball marker accidentally moved on
putting green
• Practising on the putting green of the hole just
completed even in a 36 hole event
• Removing loose impediments or touching the
surface of a penalty area
These descriptions and points are by no means
comprehensive, but I hope they help you to
both decide on and avoid penalties out on the
course. Remember you can always play two
balls and get a ruling from the professional
when you get back to the clubhouse.

DISQUALIFICATIONS UNDER THE RULES
WOULD INCLUDE:

- ANDREW GUNN
Education & Training Manager
THE PROFESSIONAL GOLFERS ASSOCIATION OF SA

• Signing for a score lower than the actual score
• Bending the rules on purpose

Tel: +27 11 485 1370
andrew@pga.co.za | www.pga.co.za

A CURE FOR THE
LOCKDOWN BLUES
WINTER WARMER SPECIAL
MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL

R250 per player May to July
Mid week only excl Thursday afternoon

*R6000 for the balance of 2020 all
handicapping and affiliaton fees included
*R6000 all golf included for balance of 2020
*T&C’s apply

Rated #26 in the Country
info@kyalamigolf.co.za | 010 594 0034
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BREAKING
NEWS!
Windhoek Lager
International
Pairs Events are
Live Once
Again!
To All Unions and
Clubs,
Following the
publication and
distribution of the SA
Government Advanced
Level 3 Lockdown
Regulations and the
Department of Sports,
Arts and Culture’s
Directions published
on 6 July 2020

100% PURE BEER

GolfRSA has updated and circulated its Risk Mitigation Guidelines and
supporting guidelines.
In terms of the GolfRSA Good Practice Guidelines (v12. Dated 6 July
2020),“Amateur competitions may be played, provided players do not have to
travel across provincial borders, there are no spectators or prize- giving and
all other Risk Mitigation requirements are in place”.
Accordingly, in terms of competitive golf the following applies with immediate
effect.
Permitted Competitive Golf:
Competitions and events played under the auspices of the host facility:
•Club Competitions:* open to members and visitors at the discretion of
the host facility.* where club competitions are used as qualifying events
for Regional and National Finals –clubs must be cognizant of the fact
that restrictions on cross-provincial travel may result in the cancellation
of such Finals.
As you all know golfers are eager to start playing competitions again. Based
on the above you can now continue officially with your Windhoek Lager
International Pairs qualifying events.
The lockdown has unfortunately caused the Windhoek Lager International
Pairs qualifying events scheduled for your club scheduled between March and
June, to be cancelled.
Fortunately, we have some excellent news as we have extended the season
(Season 5) to the end of December 2020. This gives you the opportunity to
select new dates for your qualifying events.
We have also decided in line with the golfers enthusiasm to play competition
golf, not to limit the number of qualifying events a club can host for Season 5.
Regionals will take place from January 2021 onwards.

@WLIPSA

All you need to do is to email us the new dates for qualifying events
between now and 31 December 2020 and we will amend it on our diary.
As soon as we have received the new dates from you we will contact you to
make sure you get all you need to host the event/s.

www.wlipsa.co.za

As always should you have any questions please feel free to contact us.

CONTACT DETAILS:

js@asmgolf.com
081 311 1109

ds@asmgolf.com
081 378 9817

gc@asmgolf.com
072 026 8125
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